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Uncertainties that Flight Crews and Dispatchers Must Consider When

Calculating the Fuel Needed for a Flight

Abstract

In 1993, fuel accounted for approximately 15% of an airline's e_penses.

Fuel consumption increases as fuel reserves increase because of the added

weight to the aircraft. Calculating fuel reserves is a function of Federal Aviation

Regulations, airline company policy, and factors that impact or are impacted by

fuel usage enroute. This research studied how pilots and dispatchers

determined the fuel needed for a flight and identified areas where improvements

in methods may yield measurable fuel savings by (1) listing the uncertainties that

contribute to adding contingency fuel, (2) obtaining pilots" and dispatchers"

perspective on how often each uncertainty occurred, and (3) obtaining pilots" and

dispatchers' perspective on the fuel used for each occurrence. This study found

that for the majority of the time, pilots felt that dispatchers included enough fuel

As for the uncertainties that flight crews and dispatchers account for, air traffic

control accounts for a 28% and weather uncertainties account for 58%. If

improvements can be made in these two areas, a great potential exists to

decrease the reserve required, and therefore fuel usage w#houtjeopardizing

safety.

Introduction

Fuel costs are a major aircraft expenditure (ref. 1, 2, 3). In 1993, fuel accounted for

approximately 15% of an airline's expenses (ref. 4, 5, 6). Thus, the most dramatic changes in

decreasing the cost of flight normally are a result of more fuel efficient procedures and

equipment. This typically encompasses: efficient aircraft resulting partially from improved airline

maintenance and flight preparation; efficient aircraft operations resulting partially from improved

airline loading, taxi, and flight procedures; efficient air traffic control (ATC) procedures; and

improved equipment and facilities (ref. 7, 8). Fortunately, the procedures for saving fuel that

were relatively easy to implement have already been done, such as using simulators to train

pilots, gate holds, and area navigation and direct muting (ref. 8). These increases in efficiency

have resulted in an increase of nautical air miles per 1000 Ibs (pounds) of fuel from 32.9 in 1975

to 44.0 in 1992 for domestic flights, a 34% increase (ref. 6, 9). Since the implementation of

more fuel efficient procedures, the consensus on the areas with the greatest possibilities for

additional fuel savings are improving aircraft (ref. 7) and ATC procedures (ref. 8, 10).



Another way to affect fuel-related costs entails fuel management before and during

flight. One part of fuel management is concerned with everything that contributes to adding fuel

for reserves, from Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs) and airline company policy to factors

that impact or are impacted by fuel usage enroute, which include anticipated delays in the

system (e.g., weather and ATC), sensor tolerances (e.g., fuel flow and fuel quantity), and the

captain's and dispatcher's experience on a certain aimraft and route. Flight crews must carry

enough fuel to be within FAR guidelines, and to maintain safety and passenger comfort. But,

some dispatchers and flight crews request additional fuel over that required by the FARs,

company policy, and the particular characteristics of the flight such as the time of day, time of

year, and originating and destination airports (ref. 11). Considering even a modest penalty to

carry this unused fuel [approximately 4% per hour per pound of unused fuel (ref. 12)], decreasing

the average reserve on landing without compromising safety may result in significant savings to

the airline industry. Therefore, this study examined how pilots and dispatchers determined the

fuel needed for a flight and identified areas where improvements in methods may yield

measurable fuel savings.

Fuel Requirement Calculation

The determination of how much fuel a flight needs involves three phases, although they

may not be explicit in the fuel calculation process. The first phase calculates the fuel needed to

satisfy the FARs, which sets the minimum legal amount of fuel needed for the flight. Basically,

the FARs require enough fuel to arrive at the destination airport, then to divert to an alternate

airport if available, and finally additional fuel for further flying.

The FAR fuel requirements for turbine domestic air carriers are essentially divided into

over-land (within the 48 contiguous United States and the District of Columbia) and over-water

(outside the 48 contiguous United States and the District of Columbia). The FARs relating to the

fuel needed for a flight are stated below (ref. 13).

121.639 FUEL SUPPLY: ALL OPERATIONS: DOMESTIC AIR CARRIERS.

No person may dispatch or takeoff an airplane unless it has enough
fuel

(a) To fly to the airport to which it is dispatched;
(b) Thereafter, to fly to and land at the most distant alternate airport

(where required) for the airport to which dispatched; and
(c) Thereafter, to fly for 45 minutes at normal cruising fuel

consumption.

121.645 FUEL SUPPLY: TURBINE-ENGINE POWERED AIRPLANES, OTHER
THAN TURBO PROPELLER: FLAG AND SUPPLEMENTAL AIR



121.647

CARRIERSANDCOMMERCIALOPERATORS.
(a) Anyflagaircarderoperationswiththe48contiguousUnitedStates

andtheDistrictof Columbiamayusethefuelrequirementsof
§121.639.

(b) Foranyflagaircarrier,supplementalaircarrier,orcommercial
operatoroperationoutsidethe48contiguousUnitedStatesand
theDistrictofColumbia,unlessauthorizedbytheAdministratorin
theoperationsspecifications,nopersonmayreleaseforflightor
takeoffa turbine-enginepoweredairplane(otherthanaturbo-
propellerpoweredairplane),unless,consideringwindandother
weatherconditionsexpected,it has enough fuel
(1) To fly to and land at the airport to which it is released;
(2) After that, to fly for a period of 10 percent of the total time

required to fly from the airport of departure to, and land at, the
airport to which it was released;

(3) After that, to fly to and land at the most distant alternate airport
specified in the flight release, if and alternate is required; and

(4) After that, to fly for 30 minutes at holding speed at 1,500 feet
above the alternate airport (or the destination airport if no
alternate is required) under standard temperature conditions.

No person may release a turbine-engine-powered airplane (other
than a turbo-propeller airplane) to an airport for which an alternate
is not specified under §121.621 (a)(2) or 121.623(b) unless it has
enough fuel, considering wind and other weather conditions
expected, to fly to that airport and thereafter to fly for at least two
hours at normal cruising fuel consumption.

(c)

FACTORS FOR COMPUTING FUEL REQUIRED.

Each person computing fuel required for the purposes of this subpart
shall consider the following:
(a) Wind and other weather conditions forecast.
(b) Anticipated traffic delays.
(c) One instrument approach and possible missed approach at

destination.
(d) Any other conditions that may delay landing the aircraft.
For the purposes of this section, required fuel is in addition to unusable
fuel.

Next, dispatchers apply airline policy and the particular characteristics of the flight to add

fuel to the FAR minimums. This normally includes fuel to taxi, to execute a go-around, and to

cover fuel indicator error (ref. 14). The total from these three values should be the minimum

amount of fuel a flight should land with if no go-around was executed (ref. 14). The amount of

fuel determined from this step plus the fuel needed to satisfy the FARs could be considered the

airline minimum fuel needed for the flight.

Next, the captain, at his discretion, may add additional fuel to the dispatcher's

recommendation. This added fuel is based on the captain's experience on a certain route and
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aircraft, in addition to his comfort level. This step is probably the least understood in the

process.

All of these steps consider the fuel needed for possible contingencies such as arrival

delays and inflight weather changes. These contingencies are uncertainties in the system which

pilots and dispatchers must realistically account for in their calculations of the fuel needed for a

particular flight.

Objectives

This investigation had three objectives. The objectives were to (1) list the uncertainties

that contribute to adding contingency fuel, (2) obtain the pilots' perspective on how often each

uncertainty occurred and the fuel used for each occurrence, and (3) obtain the dispatchers'

perspective on how often each uncertainty occurred and the fuel used for each occurrence.

Experimental Variables

The primary independent variables were each of the events, or uncertainties, that

contributed to contingency fuel. The analysis considered, within each event, the current position

of the respondent (captain, first officer, or dispatcher) and the type of primary route he managed

(over-land or over-water).

Experiment Design

Subjects

Pilots

Eighteen active line pilots from four airlines returned the survey, for a return rate of

approximately 64%. They had an average of 19 years of commercial flying experience, with a

range of six to 31 years. Eleven were current captains and seven were first officers. An equal

split occurred between pilots that flew primarily over-land routes and pilots that flew primarily

over-water routes.

Dispatchers

Nine dispatchers from three aidines returned the survey, for a return rate of

approximately 45%. They had an average of 11 years of dispatching experience, with a range
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of five to 18 years. Six dealt with primarily over-land routes, while the remaining three dealt

primarily with over-water routes.

Test Design

Each uncertainty was treated separately, as were the survey responses. The study of

the responses was a 3x2, position by route, analysis of variance (ANOVA). Position was either

captain, first officer, or dispatcher and route was either over-land or over-water.

Dependent Measures

The dependent measures consisted of the respondents' answers to the survey and their

revisions to the uncertainties that affected the fuel carried. The subjects' estimates of the

frequency of occurrence of an uncertainty and the fuel used for each occurrence comprised the

majority of the revisions.

Procedure

First, two recently retired airline pilots, with 35 years and 29 years of airline experience,

enumerated the uncertainties dispatchers and pilots need to consider when calculating the fuel

needed for a flight. This generated a list of 59 unplanned occurrences. These occurrences were

due to: 19 weather uncertainties, seven route uncertainties, 10 ATC uncertainties, 10 airport

uncertainties, and 13 aircraft systems uncertainties. (See table 1.) Each unplanned occurrence

is not necessarily independent from all others. For instance, a weather disturbance in one area

of the country may affect the whole ATC system, requiring a route change on a flight that is

nowhere near the initial weather disturbance. Also included in the table were the estimated

frequency a crew might encounter a particular uncertainty in a year and the estimated fuel used

for each occurrence of a particular uncertainty.

This table and a short survey were then sent to current airline pilots (see appendix A)

and dispatchers (see appendix B). They were instructed to complete the survey and to modify

the table where they saw fit, especially for the values of the estimated frequency and the

estimated fuel used.

Data Analysis

Before the data were analyzed, the scale ratings were normalized to the same scale of

how often, never to always, the flight crew added additional fuel to the dispatcher's original

calculation. Also, three of the over-land dispatchers estimated the frequency of an event
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occurring per dispatcher rather than per flight crew. For over-land routes, a dispatcher will

handle about 35 flights per day and a pilot will fly about 4 days a week, 2 flights a day (ref. 15).

Thus, a correction factor of 4 days/week.2 flights/day was included for those three over-land
35 flights/day *7 days/week

dispatchers that estimated the frequency of an event occurring per dispatcher.

The response data were analyzed using SPSS _ statistical software (ref. 16). An ANOVA

was run separately on each of the 59 unplanned occurrences and the survey responses. This

analysis used position and route as the independent factors. Significance was at p_<0.05, where

p is the probability of a Type II error.

Results and Discussion

Survey Responses

The majority of the time (approximately 67%), pilots felt that dispatchers included

enough fuel. Pilots only requested additional fuel about once every 79 flights (one outlier data

point omitted).

For most of the survey questions, a significant difference occurred between route types.

The additional fuel added, the amount of fuel flight crews plan to land with, and the actual

amount of fuel they land with were greater for over-water routes than for over-land routes. (See

table 2.) The ratio of the amount of fuel flight crews plan to land with for over-water flights to

over-land flights is 2.3. For domestic flights, the FARs require reserve fuel of

_. do_=t + 45 min. . pounds of fuel (1)

where hr=hours, min=minutes, and tdorn_alt=flighttime (in hours) to domestic alternate airport.

For international flights with a redispatch point and an alternate airport, the FARs require reserve

fuel of

__r(0.10t.tLm+t.,_=t+30min. lbShold* hr _ pounds of fuel (2)hr 60 min)

where tinu nt=intemational flight time (in hours) from redispatch point, tinUjdt=flighttime (in hours)

to international alternate airport, and J-_r-hold=fuel flow for a hold at 15,000 ft. Assuming the

Ibs hold
following average values, tdom_=t=20min, tintl_flt=2.25 hrs, tinU_alt---35 min, and hr cruise = 0.85

(ref. 15), the ratio of (2) to (1) is 1.1.
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Essentially, flight crews are landing with twice as much fuel for over-water flights than

required by the FARs. This may be due to several reasons. First, flight crews may not fully

understand the redispatch rules pertaining to the FARs. For example, 10% of the total flight time

is from the redispatch point and not the originating airport of the flight. Second, flight crews just

may not feel comfortable traveling long distances over-water with what they perceive as unsafe

amounts of contingency fuel. Third, the long-term prediction that dispatchers and pilots must

rely on, especially regarding weather and ATC, may not be perceived as reliable. But, as seen in

table 2, flight crews regularly land with most of the fuel they planned to land with.

Frequency and Amount Table Responses

Table 1 indicates the average frequency an unplanned event occurs and the amount of

fuel it requires. As an example of the fuel used for these uncertainties, a Boeing 757 type of

aircraft would use approximately 274,284 Ibs of reserve fuel each year (ref. 17). (See table 3.)

As seen in table 4, which lists the uncertainties by the amount of fuel a Boeing 757 type of

aircraft would consume in a year by descending order, weather and ATC dominate essentially

the first haft of the list. Not unexpectedly, ATC accounts for a significant portion (28%) of fuel

needed to cover uncertainties in the system. (See fig. 1.) In fact, it has been estimated that '1he

industrywide cost of ATC's inefficiencies ... [are] more than $5 billion a year" (p. 58, ref. 18).

This is one of the driving reasons for the free flight initiative the FAA is studying and

beginning to implement in a limited manner. Free flight is defined as "a safe and efficient flight

operating capability under IFR in which the operators have the freedom to select their path and

speed in real time. Air traffic restrictions are imposed only to ensure separation, to prevent

exceeding airport capacity, and to prevent unauthorized flight through special use airspace.

Even those restrictions are to be limited in extent and duration and only to address an immediate

ATC concern" (p. 15, ref. 19).

Currently, within the FAA, two programs are hinting at the savings free flight may bring,

(1) the National Route Program (NRP) and (2) Future Air Navigation System (FANS). NRP has

been estimated to save Northwest Airlines approximately 15 million Ibs of fuel with an average of

300 Ibs per segment (p. 48, ref. 20) and the Air Transport Association (ATA) has estimated that it

will save its members $40 million a year (p. 48, ref. 20). As for FANS, United Airlines has

estimated "fuel savings of $2,500 per leg in Pacific operations ..... not including additional

revenue from carrying more cargo and less fuel" (p. 49, ref. 20).
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The major contributor, though, is weather uncertainties, which account for 58%.

Research in this area by C. Scanlon has indicated that substantial fuel savings may be obtained

by providing flight crews real-time graphical weather information (ref. 21). He found that flight

crews with real-time graphical weather information "flew 5% shorter enroute segments and

burned 5% less fuel" (refo21, p. 90). Since airline pilots deviate around adverse weather once

every 12.8 flights, "an airline could save ... 0.4% of all enroute distance flown and fuel used

during domestic enroute flight operations" (ref. 21, p. 90). As an example of weather optimized

routes, =American Aidines has already demonstrated annual savings of $2.2 million through a

collaborative 'negotiated wind routes' program with the FAA" (p. 34, ref. 22).

Respondents' Comments

Table 5 shows the contingency factors pilots and dispatchers consider the most often.

Again, weather is the greatest consideration when pilots factor in the uses of contingency fuel,

especially related to thunderstorms, winds -- including clear air turbulence (CAT) and windshear,

and visibility. Route and ATC uncertainties were difficult to differentiate from the comments; but

again, ATC-related factors constituted the second greatest concern. ATC-reiated reasons

primarily concerned traffic-related problems on takeoff and landing due to congested airspace,

and ATC changes to the planned route, again due to overcrowding problems. Rockwell Collins

has estimated that enroute losses and cruise inefficiencies have resulted in approximately $174

million in losses in 1993(p. 48, ref. 20). Pilots also mentioned airport uncertainties quite often,

especially taxiing problems due to weather and heavy traffic volume. Rockwell Collins has

estimated a loss of approximately $108 million in 1993 due to gate and taxi delays (p. 48, ref.

20).

Conclusions

Eighteen line pilots and nine dispatchers completed a short survey and corrected entries

on a table listing reasons why contingency fuel is needed, how often the uncertainty occurs, and

how much fuel it uses per occurrence per flight crew. Analysis of the survey data indicated that

these users allocate total fuel differently for over-land and over-water routes. For example, flight

crews are landing with twice as much fuel for over-water flights than required by the FARs. This

excess may be due to flight crews not fully understanding the redispatch rules pertaining to the

FARs, flight crews may not feel comfortable traveling long distances over-water with what they

perceive as unsafe amounts of contingency fuel, and the long-term predictions that dispatchers

and flight crews must rely upon may not be perceived as reliable.



The respondents also indicated that weather and ATC related contingencies use the

most reserve fuel. These two categories account for approximately 86% of the reserve fuel used

in a year. The weather related reasons for using contingency fuel included: thunderstorms;

winds, including CAT and windshear; and visibility. The ATC related reasons included: traffic-

related problems on takeoff and landing, and ATC changing the planned route. If improvements

can be made in these two areas, such as NRP and FANS leading towards free flight, and

presenting flight crews with real-time graphical weather in the cockpit, a great potential exists to

safely decrease fuel usage.
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Table 2 - Survey Results
I

Question I Average Standard Deviation

FueUsadded::..........................................,I.every7gf!!ghts..............................!_ ...........................
The amount of fuel added over-land 2050 Ibs 721 Ibs

is over-water 3571 Ibs 1427 Ibs

The amount of fuel that is over-land 8018 Ibs 3250 ibs

.p.!an.n_.t.o.r.!an.d.!..n.g.!..s....;.:...............o.v.er-w.a.t..e.r....l....S._S...6..!..b.s.........................9.Z3.,2..!bs.................
The amount of fuel on over-land 8300 Ibs 2792 Ibs

landing is ... over-water 18417 Ibs 7842 Ibs
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Table 5 - Contingency Factors from Comments

Uncertainty Category Pilots Dispatchers

Weather

Route

ATC

Airport

Aircraft Systems

28

3

12

17

4

13

3

13

4

3

Total

41

6

25

21

7
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ATC
75336 Ibs

28%

Airport
14825

Aircraft Systems
14180 Ibs
_P/o

108261bs

4P/°

Weather
159117 Ibs

58%

Figure 1 - Contribution of Each Uncertainty Category
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Appendix A - Contingency Fuel Survey for Pilots

1. How long have you been piloting commercial aircraft?

2. What aircraft are you currently flying?

3. What is your position on this aircraft? D D
Captain First Officer

4. What route or mutes do you fly the most?

.years

o Dispatchers add-in enough contingency fuel. I I I I I
Never Always

a. How often do you need to add fuel? Once every

b. How much fuel do you usually need to add?

flights

Ibs

6. If a flight goes exactly as planned (i.e., no delays and flight plan followed completely), how

much fuel do you plan to land with? Ibs

7. On average, how much fuel do you land with? Ibs

8. What contingency factors do you primarily consider when calculating the fuel needed for a

flight?

9. Briefly describe how you determine whether a dispatcher's calculations for the fuel required

for a flight are accurate.
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Appendix B - Contingency Fuel Survey for Dispatchers

1. Howlonghaveyoubeena dispatcher?.

2. Whataircraftdoyouhandlethemost?

years

3. What route or mutes do you handle the most?

.

Pilots add additional fuel to the dispatcher's calculation. I I J I J

Never Always

a. How often do pilots add fuel (i) for over land flights? Once every flights

(ii) for over water flights? Once every flights

b. How much fuel do pilots usually add (i) for over land flights? Ibs

(ii) for over water flights? Ibs

5. If a flight goes exactly as planned (i.e., no delays and flight plan followed completely), how

much fuel should flights land with (a) for over land mutes? Ibs

(b) for over water mutes? Ibs

6. On average, how much fuel do flights land with

(a) for over land mutes? los

(b) for over water mutes? Ibs

7. What contingency factors do you primarily consider when calculating the fuel needed for a

flight?

8. Briefly describe how you determine the fuel needed for a flight.
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